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Time is what we want most
and what we use worst.

It's not really about better
time management. It's about
better self management.
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NOTES FROM NIKKI
Life is trial and error. I honestly believe that being a mom is a lot like being a manager, leader or
coworker. We are often expected to run a household successfully (which really means we hold
it all together; we are the keepers, organizers and collectors of other peoples shit in our house).
When we get a good rhythm going we are successful, we don't forget things, our home feels
and looks clean. This is when we think everything is balanced, we have a great flow. It took me
years to figure this flow thing out.

Q&A: NIKKI TAPSCOTT
Nikki opens up about her
balancing act of being a mom, wife,
business partner and wildly
successful at doing all the things.

ON HER SUCCESS OF DOING
IT ALL
I love deadlines. I flat out couldn't
do this all without deadlines, my
planner and my fear.
WAS IT ALWAYS EASY?
Define the word easy. Easy to me
is just practicing it over and over,
failing flat on my face and picking
myself right back up. I model how I
talk to myself as though I am
talking to one of our kids. I am
constantly asking myself 'would I
say that to them? Then why am I
saying it to myself?' This is the
mindset work most women are
NOT willing to do.
HER FAVORITE QUOTE SHE
LIVES BY
"When you face what you fear you
become fearless". I am literally the
word I'mpossible. Meaning
everything in this lifetime is
possible. It's just how you feel and
think about it that makes it true.
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Sue Jean and Nikki
Sue Jean and Nikki are a kick ass mother/daughter team that is taking the world by storm. They
bring humor and laughter to a real talk table. Empower Your Story is our heart and soul, where
we meet in the middle to openly discuss many issues, topics, funny stories that help people change
their perspectives in their own lives. Some topics are tough but need to be out in the open. You
can change your life by changing your words to your very own story and we are here to show you
how.
Together we embody the female in her health, environment and relationships. What makes us
experts? We have been through so much in life, learned valuable lessons to share with everyone.
We wanted to offer an extension of our blog, coaching, freebies, courses, programs, books,
eBooks, and soon-to-be-released podcast. To empower you to be the best mom, wife, woman you
can be each day!
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TIME
MANAGEMENT
WHAT IS THAT?

WRITTEN BY NIKKI TAPSCOTT

I MEAN WHAT MOM HONORS TIME?
WE ALWAYS NEED MORE OF IT
THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH HOURS IN THE DAY
HOW THE HECK DO I GET IT ALL DONE?
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I can remember the only schedule I ever adhered to was school. Everything else was spontaneous
and I never knew what the day had planned for me. I mean I would wake up and think how in the world
can I plan my whole day hour by hour? Have it all laid out to the minute, that leaves no time for any
miracle to happen for me. No unexpected surprise, no blessings to shower down upon me or my family. I
can remember having a male co-worker who would literally schedule his days down to the minute. I
thought he was crazy; I was in my 20s with no kids, flying through life by the seat of my pants and having
fun. He literally had an itinerary for his wedding laid out every 30 minutes -- and we all know how well
that goes on that special day! No offense to people who do live this way because in a minute you will see
why I value your methods even more today.
At 27, I had my first baby and still didn't have a set schedule daily. I decided that we would just go with
the day, no certain time the nap fairy would come, no set schedule on what time we had to wake up, it
worked. We played, did art, read books and did whatever came to mind. But the thought that I should
be more structured seeped in the back of my head. I wasn't getting it all done, and I certainly wasn't
getting everything I wanted to get done each day. Fast forward to my divorce, and me having to go
back to work: now on my free days I needed more structure to be a mom while working in the medical
field plus doing all the fun things I used to do with my daughter that she was used to. Tricky having to
balance it all daily! I remember some defining words I spoke out loud while talking to a friend. I was
dusting the house and talking on the phone. I stated "why is it when I am working full-time, raising my
daughter and living on my own I get more done in a day than I did when I was married and staying at
home?" For me and my questioning mind I had to really look at that. I had less time to get all the things
done but I was getting more done. Hmmm.....
It wasn't until I stopped working, was able to stay at home again, and have more babies, try to start a
business AND work from home that I figured out the answer. It was so simple and I made it complicated.
It was so simple but yet I had to make it hard and resist it! It was literally time management and how I
thought about it. Fun to me at home is relaxing with my family, spending time with them because that is
what my core value in life is. It is what brings me the most joy in life--spending time with these amazing
human beings. Home equals no work in the traditional sense. I had not developed my mindset skill of
making a schedule like I did at work. It is literally this simple: from this time to that time I do x,y,z. Then I
carve out pink time, as I call it, which is my self care time; No "if's, and's or but's", this is my time daily for
myself that I journal, brain dump, exercise, bath/extra long hot shower, enjoy a book or my mocha in
peace. I had not carved out any pink time nor did I carve out green time for my business daily. These are
really important because all other time is devoted to my family life and errands for myself and everyone
else. I was not living each day from a fulfilled feeling cup. I literally lost myself in doing so much for
my family and never made me or my dreams important enough. I would always say I will get to that later,
or get mad at myself for not doing it at the end of the day. I always had an excuse as to why my business
never gained momentum. It's not about sacrificing anything, which was a belief someone once told
me. I would have to give up my needs and wants in order to make my family happy. Ummm NO that is
not how it has to work!
Try it today, get a pink and green colored pencil, marker or crayon and mark some time daily in
your planner. That is non-negotiable time for your own wants and needs. Trust me, your family will
not have a mutiny against you--Instead, they will see you grow and be happier. When we are happier,
then everyone else is happier as well.
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pink list
MY PINK LIST I DO IN MORNINGS

Journaling
My favorite podcasts
Read 30 minutes
Stretching
Filling out Planner
Brain Dump
Healthy Breakfast
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WHERE DO I START?
How do you begin to organize your time? Let's start here

By Nikki Tapscott

ADMIT, SEE AND OWN THE
PROBLEM

Mindset Work. (my favorite) Learn to
constantly hold yourself accountable

Be Efficient. Don't think you need to
make or need more time.

The Plan. This is where your
planner/calendar and schedule come in
handy.

“The secret of change is to
focus all your energy not
fighting the old, but on
building the new.”
- Socrates
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Observing, admitting and taking responsibility for what is no longer working in your daily life is
the first step. You are being accountable for yourself. We are always in full control of our lives, but
we do not hold ourselves accountable. Commit to yourself that you will make time and embrace the
idea that it is no one else's fault why you cannot get things done. Embrace that you are the one in
charge of where/how you use your time and be in control of that--and do that daily.
Mindset (my absolute favorite thing in the world to work on and teach about). You can develop the
habit of holding yourself accountable and tracking your thoughts/self talk. Develop these new habits
to help you in the area that you most want to make changes in (we have many tips on our blog
at empoweryourstory.com/food-for-thought). Use your planner, tracker, and to do lists to keep you
on task all day long. Push yourself for a little more productivity during the day in the area you want to
see improvement in.
Be efficient. Do not think you have to make more time to get it all done. My biggest pondering
moment was thinking this: If Katherine has a multi-million dollar company and she has the same 24
hours as I do, then she is using her hours more wisely than I am. This is where developing new
habits, mindset and implementing it comes in. Don't think you have to make more time but get more
time from the time you already have.
'The plan' is what I consider to be the list of action steps to enter into your time organization
system. We often make busy work for ourselves or do not seek to find ways to save time on projects.
I use my planner a lot; I used to just play in it and carve out time for appointments, to-do lists, grocery
lists and birthdays. Now I learned the skills of color coordinating--each family member has their own
color in there--events have been pre-planned, and my pink and green times are consistent blocks
shaded in in my planner (non-negotiable). Even "skyping friends" are appointments I have in there
because my mental health is important and therefore nurturing friendships is a priority. Literally my
days are now planned to make the most of my 24 hours to achieve what I want to do in my life. The
goals I have laid out for myself and our family are that important to keep us all in line. I have a dry
erase board in our kitchen to layout plans or appointments or sporting events so everyone is on the
same page. The more I got us organized the more confident and less stressed I felt. I even have a
menu up for the week on the white board so there is no guessing--we have the stuff to make it and
everyone knows what to expect. Meal prepping has helped keep us healthy and saves money as well.
Planning is essential in everything we do and want to do. Without a plan, you fail, is what my
husband states to us repeatedly.
Be realistic and systematic with your time and approach to get things done.

You can find our blogs here: empoweryourstory.com/food-for-thought/
You can find our Planner we love to use on page 12 of this magazine.
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Your life is a
reflection of your
mindset

Have nothing in your house that you do not know to be useful or believe to be beautiful.
Everything that surrounds you should have its own place. When we begin to look at our space that
surrounds us we can gain a new perspective of what is really going on inside our brains.
Let me give my favorite example: a former husband of mine gained custody of my SUV. I owned that
SUV for four years, it was well taken care of, it was grey on the outside with grey cloth seats for the
interior. He drove it for three years (give or take). When I got it back to clean it out and sell it I didn't
even recognize the inside of it. First the outside had so many window stickers on it I could barely see
out the rear view mirror, it was awful. Then when I got in the driver seat to start to clean it out, my
once beautiful grey interior that only had one stain from a spilt Pediasure was now a jet black color
and smelled like an oil and garbage dump. My heart sank at first--I thought, what the hell? How can it
get this bad? What in the world is he thinking and how can he live in this? We both commuted a lot
every day and my car didn't look like this at all. But instead of judging and picking a fight I took this
opportunity to test my theory. Mind you it was over 10 years ago and this theory wasn't widely
accepted or tested yet.
So I asked him what the crap! How can you live in a vehicle daily like that. (hindsight: probably not the
best way to approach a man). But I did and his response was I know its dirty but I have so much on
my mind. I am overwhelmed and feel stuck so I didn't do anything. Ummmm I can tell... After listening
to him I could see the link clearly the overwhelm, stress, depression, sadness, anger was truly
reflecting back at him in his reality. His life on the "outside" showed him, me and everyone else what
the heck was going on in his brain and emotions. People can tell, I can tell when I see your purse,
your planner, your car, your home, your refrigerator, our external shows what is going on
internally, every time without failing. So pay attention!!
If you don't think you have external clutter but feel overwhelmed on a daily basis, take some pictures.
I literally take pictures and look at them objectively. Take from different angles in each room, and
don't look at them right away but when you do, keep an open mind. Sometimes when I deep clean I
have moved things around and don't see it in plain sight, like a pile of something. Or clutter on my
desktop that I didn't notice but my camera did.
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How balanced are you?
Your career/purpose
Making time for You
Eating what's quick or available
Working for money
Being judgmental
Spending money now
Doing what you want
Spending time with kids
Spending time with significant other
Being harsh on self over achieving more
Trying something new
Advocating your ideas/beliefs
Saying Yes to everything
Not asking for help
Following the crowd
Getting your wants/needs met
Waiting for someone
Excuses, excuses, excuses
Savings
Cleaning your environment

Maintaining "happy" family life
Doing for everyone else
Living a healthy lifestyle
Doing what you love/Earning money
Compassionate living
Saving for future
Doing what's expected of you
Spending time on social media
Scrolling on social media
Staying in present moment
Fear stops you
Compromise to gain acceptance
Honoring your priorities
Delegating
Trusting yourself and leap of faith
Holding in your frustrations/voice
Moving on
Goals met daily
Spending needlessly
Feel stuck

Use this chart to see which side you are on. Do you have some habits you might want to change?
This is a gauge for you to utilize over and over to see your own priorities to make changes to in your life.
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Things we love
DoTerra On Guard | This is our favorite blend of oils that we clean and
disinfect our homes with. We diffuse it during virus season to help add an
extra layer of protection. Nikki is a representative~Contact her for more
information at nikki@empoweryourstory.com, or order on her website:
www.mydoterra.com/ntapscott

This Law Of Attraction Planner has 12 months of calendar pages. With one
large monthly calendar as well as individual days in a weekly format. It has a
ton of room to layout a daily schedule, to-do lists, goals, and intention of the
week to keep you on track. I have personally bought one for myself, clients,
husband and friends for the past 3 years. $38.95 | amzn.to/LOAPlanner

Set of 12 different color pens that are fine point, and do not bleed or smear.
Perfect for journaling in your planner daily. $6.99 | amzn.to/ColorPens

Empower Your Story, KAV LLC, is a participant in the Amazon LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to
provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon.com.
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Motherhood is
complicated.
Your Business
doesn't have to
be.
By: Stephanie
Snyder, PH.D

As a Navy wife, mother of 4, and a 6-figure business owner, I know there can be a real struggle and
demand for my time. And as a very driven woman, I knew that if I wanted to achieve all the things, I
had to make a plan that was flexible but also left me feeling successful at the end of each day.
My journey started as a mom of two, when my oldest were 5 and 3, I found myself utterly
overwhelmed. We had just moved back stateside after 3 amazing years in Italy, and my husband was
immediately thrown into a deployment schedule and was gone over 250 days of our first year back in
Virginia. I was trying to grow an MLM business, teach online college courses, and work on my PhDall while raising my two babies alone. It was devastating to me and I attempted to maintain my sanity
by becoming a control freak. As it turns out my children don’t care so much for my agenda and I
found myself being nasty, rude, and screaming at my children regularly, just for being kids.
It was heart breaking for me to witness, but I felt so out of control, I didn’t know where to turn.
Fortunately, I hit a breaking point before things got totally out of hand and I was able to start
implementing small changes.
I started with a gratitude journal. Each morning, I would wake and immediately write down 3 things I
was grateful for that day. It was 3 different things each day and it caused me to see all the blessings
in my life instead of all the lack.
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As this became my new norm, I could start to see other ways to change. It sounds silly now, but I
started with the laundry.
Seriously.
I was a laundry dictator. I thought I could be the ONE person in the whole world that was able to stay
on top of the laundry. Apparently the only way to do this is to live in a nudist colony and I wasn’t about
to do that. So, I dedicated only 2 days each week to do laundry. The rest of the week, I let the laundry
pile up in hampers (gasp!). It’s actually the purpose of those cute containers.
When I was able to fully adapt this change, I took another baby step and started to theme my days.
There are days of the week that I only do certain things- doctors appointments, grocery shopping,
paying bills, client calls, recording podcasts, etc.
Here is a snippet of my current schedule.

And for the record, my kids are not all in school. My son is 13, and my daughters are 10, 5, and 2. This
schedule has been modified over the past several years, but I’ve typically stuck to the naptime hustle to
ensure I still have plenty of present time with my kiddos.
If you want to create a schedule in order to ensure you can get life and business tasks taken care of each
day, here are my tips to do that…
1. Get clear on your vision. You need to know what you desire your life to look like in order to make
progress in that direction. I teach a very simple method of this called the “Million Dollar Version of You”.
You can learn about this and more on the Overjoyed Mom Podcastwww.overjoyedmom.com/podcast.
2. Be realistic about your time. Honestly, if you have young kids you’re probably not going to have 8
hours a day of undistracted time to work, so don’t plan on it.
3. Say no. It is okay to say no to something you truly don’t want to do. You’re not helping anyone by
being a people pleaser and saying yes all the time. Say no to the things that don’t light you up, so you
can say yes to the things that do excite you.
4. Get support. Motherhood is difficult by itself, so make sure you have a support system you can count
on. If you need help with this, please join the Overjoyed Moms on FBwww.facebook.com/groups/overjoyedmoms.
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5. Have fun with it. If you’re not having fun with it what’s the sense. So make sure that you’re
working towards something for you and not just to pay the bills.

You can find me in all the social media spots from my website- www.overjoyedmom.com.
I look forward to connecting with you!
Much love!
Stephanie Snyder, Ph.D.
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EMPOWERING MOM CORNER

Amy Bartoli

A BOSS MOM
My name is Amy Bartoli, I am so excited to share with you my journey and shine a light on
my journey to inspire and empower you to go for it if you have ever dreamed of having your
own business. I am a normal mom, 43, juggling a growing business with a husband whom
works 14 day rotations out of state and to add to the chaos three beautiful kids, two dogs,
three cats and two goats.
Life gets to be as beautiful as we desire or it can be as chaotic as we allow! I have been on
both sides of this!
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When I first started my business, my past experience as a working mom was a full time retail
manager. To say I lacked time with my family and myself is an understatement.
I longed to be home with them but felt the tug of having to earn money to contribute in our
household left me in limbo. I craved more from a career than working in a store, I had a fire
inside me for more of a purpose in life, lot's of it. I wanted to pursue my day with passion in my
heart. Then one day I had enough wanting, hoping,desiring and saying... one day....
I will.... I took a big leap of faith and announced "I QUIT!!" at my JOB.
I immediately followed a friend and started a journey as a wellness coach with a company
named Beachbody. I pursued this for two years. Yes I made some side cash and had major
personal journey advancements but what I noticed I devoted a lot of my time in talking and
counseling my clients. Which I found I enjoyed most about this business. This eventually lead
me to noticing a life coach online whom I admired and wanted to be more like.
She represented all that I was chasing after. More freedom, a life she loved, extremely
passionate and full of purpose. Well manicured nails, cute outfits and fun heels. My heart loved
living through her posts daily! She spoke of mindset and how powerful we are. Eventually all my
stalking paid off, I took a training she offered and invested in me for the first time. To grow
myself and eventually learn more tools and skills to teach my own clients. Learning a new
money mindset and becoming a coach was the craving I had wanted but didn't know it!
Before I knew it I was going to a Tony Robbins event,
meeting my coach and other boss ladies from a
group, landing my first 1:1 clients, booking 5 in my first
month of launching and the realizing I WAS MAKING
IT ALL HAPPEN! I figured out if I can make $100
then I can make $1000. If I can make $1000 then I
can make $5000. And if I can then you can too! It's
about taking the scary jump and investing in yourself
with people who teach you how. You have to learn to
personally invest in yourself to learn new skills and
action steps.
I was showing up doing the work and implementing all
the action steps! I realized I am in control of my daily
routines and running my business successfully!
If I can you can too!! I started my journey in 2015,
leaving my full time job but as all coaches should
teach you, their mistakes so it shortens your time to
success.

You can find Amy online here!:
FB: www.facebook.com/amybartoli.xo
FB group: Passion2Purpose
Website: xoamybartoli.wordpress.com
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Biggest time wasters EVER invented
1. Planning your meals or menu out each week.
I literally start this on Fridays, look to see what we have in the
cabinets, refrigerator and freezer. Plan out a list to buy at the
grocery and make a menu, post it on our white board in the
kitchen so everyone knows what to expect. I also meal prep
our breakfasts and lunches every Sunday so we aren't
scrambling at the last minute.
2. Scrolling social media to tune out the world. Sometimes we do this to cope with stress, I get it, but
do you realize how much of LIFE passes you by when you just scroll? Have you ever seen a family sitting
with everyone on their phones at a restaurant? Get off those phones and live life! Reconnect one on one
with people!
3. Watching TV or videos. There is no reason why you should be bored or lack of anything to do in life.
If this is your reason dive into some self help books and learn to fix this habit and the one you are avoiding
in the first place.
4. Not having a visual to-do list. Write the sh*t down, get a planner or calendar and keep it visual, our
brains have to much to remember as it is so help yourself out.
5. Procrastinating. Do not put things off! challenge yourself to get more done each day! Surprise yourself.
6. Not being organized. Stop running all around in different directions. Plan, prepare and give yourself time
for emergencies.
7. Relationships. Okay this was a big one way back when for me. Only invest your time in friendships,
relationships or partnerships that are reciprocal and supportive of you both. If they don't add value you,
don't need to spend time on them.
8. Too much clutter! this is huge time zapper, you spin your wheels constantly looking and moving stuff.
You have to get rid of stuff! Stop moving it around!!
9. Not being intentional and asking yourself why the heck
you're doing something in the first place.
10. Not batching errands/ grouping them together by
locations. Pick the furthest errand away from house, go there
first and gradually work your way back towards the house.
Take a cooler or cooler bag with you to put groceries in so
you don't have to come home often between stores.
11. Making the wrong things most important because you
are not clear on your goals.
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When we think of time we often think of not ever having enough time during the day to get it all done.
When really our sense of feeling overwhelm is what's causing a story to start in your head and spinning
your wheels to actually sit there complaining that there is not enough time to get it all done. If you will
implement the tips in this month's magazine, you can begin to form a plan each day with time
allotted to each task and get it all done!
My planner is amazing, I write it all out and I even have a master list in a notebook that houses all my
"wishes" that I could get done when there is time. It is like a huge brain dump of things around the
house, car stuff, supplements I would like to use, organizational ideas, decorating ideas, wish list for
amazon purchases and so on. When you start to see progress around your external environment of
things getting done, you can pull more from the master list to get those done as well. Making calls and
doing paperwork takes up some time but on the phone, on hold is the best time to multi-task (only time I
do multi-tasking successfully).
When you begin to put down tasks in writing that you have been putting off, your life begins to
transform before your eyes. Your stress decreases as well which is a huge bonus and plus. At our
house, we have some things that are our routines which make life run easier. Chore charts, homework
charts, bedtime routines, after school routines, and my own work routine each day -- I know what to
expect and know which things will be done each day.
Share with us how your routines are going, what you are doing differently--reach out to us and let us
know! We love success stories and you always end up teaching us new thing as well.
You can email us at nikki@empoweryourstory.com. And if you know anyone who could benefit from
this magazine, please forward them a copy at empoweryourstory.com/magazine-april-2020/.

You can keep up with us on
social media at:
IG: allaboutme_03
FB: www.facebook.com/
empoweryourstory/
FB group: www.facebook.com/groups/
561115534270259
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